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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of these goals is a reason to use point type instead of
area type?
A. You want to thread paragraphs of text from one shape to
another.
B. You want to convert type to editable outlines.
C. You want to enter text that wraps at a specific width.
D. You want to add labels under city symbols on a map.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer is purchasing an IBM 3952 Tape Frame for a TS3500

Tape Library.
In which resource can you find the customer's detailed
worksheets to complete the installation?
A. 3952 Introduction and Planning Guide
B. IBM TS3500 Tape Library with System z Attachment Guide
C. 3952 Tape System SAPR Guide
D. TS3500 Introduction and Planning Guide
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
Your company has 100 users located in an office in Paris.
The on-premises network contains the servers shown in the
following table.
You create a new subscription. You need to move all the servers
to Azure.
Solution: You use the Data Migration Assistant tool.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
The Data Migration Assistant tool is used to assess on-premises
SQL Server instance(s) migrating to Azure SQL database(s).

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the predefined role that exists in Autonomous Database
that includes common privileges that are used by a Data
Warehouse developer?
A. ADMIN
B. ADWC
C. DWROLE
D. ADBDEV
Answer: C
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